The propagation of ballistic excitons in Cu20 is studied using the pump-probe techniques. An excitonic packet in the shape of a soliton propagating with subsonic velocity is observed, providing a support for excitonic superfluidity.
Evidence for Bose quantum degeneracy of an excitonic fluid in Cu20 has been obtained from luminescence studies. [1, 2, 3] The spectrum of the phonon assisted radiative recombination of ortho-and paraexcitons directly yields the statistical distribution function of the particles. Time-resolved studies of the luminescence using excitation with optical pulses of a few nanosecond duration at 7\_= 532 nm and with intensities in the range of tens of MW/cm2. [2, 3] have clearly shown that both types of excitons attain a high degree of quantum degeneracy with a value of the associated chemical potential reaching zero. It indicates that the conditions for BEC are realized despite the fact that the effective excitonic temperature increases up to a temperature T 80K at high exciton densities n 1 0 1 9cm3 . From the ratio of para-to orthoexciton luminescence intensities it has been inferred that supercritical paraexciton densities are created at early times [3] . However the luminescence spectrum under such conditions does not display the features expected from the ideal Bose model. Instead of the appearance of a narrow emission line corresponding to decaying paraexcitons with K=O momentum, one observes a new emission peak of finite spectral width located 0.7 meV above the ground state [3] , It must be emphasized that such luminescence studies probe the region of the sample close to the front surface which is initially excited by absorption of light, but do not easily give informations on the later evolution of the system. Therefore little can be learned about paraexcitons which migrate towards the interior of the crystal.
Another approach to the study of Bose condensation is to look for excitonic superfluidity, an effect expected to take place in a system of Bose particles with short range repulsive interactions [4, 5, 6 ]The onset of superfluidity should become manifest as a dragfree propagation of particles. This is to be contrasted with the normal behavior of a classical gas of excitons, which should display a diffusive transport. Cu20 is well suited for the study of exciton transport and superfluidity. The combination of high structural quality of natural growth samples and long exciton lifetimes allows one to follow exciton propagation over macroscopic distances inside the crystal. Thus one can attempt to detect deviations from the normal diffusive motion when the excitonic fluid enters the quantum degenerate regime.
Two techniques have been used for the study of excitonic motion. The first technique consists o.5.-detecting the time-and space-resolved luminescence of the excitons [3, 7] ,In this way it is possible to reconstruct the expansion of the exciton cloud as it propagates towards the interior of the sample, away from the optically pumped surface. This method is well suited for the exploration of the early Both methods have shown that at low exciton densities, the exciton motion is cliffLisive as expected. In good quality sample, the main source of drag is the scattering of excitons with the lattice [3, 7] . At high particle densities, under conditions showing Bose quantum degeneracy, anomalous propagation appears. [3, 9] Time and spatially resolved imaging of the luminescence show that the front of the exciton cloud expands ballistically at the speed of sound towards the interior of the sample. A numerical modelling of the experiment by Baym and Link [10] suggests that this behaviour corresponds to a drag-free motion, as it is expected from a superfluid. Results using the exciton-mediated photovoltaic detection have shown that the excitons retain a ballistic motion at near sonic velocity over considerable distances approaching one cm [l1]Furthermore, the appearance of ballistic motion displays a temperature dependent density threshold nc(T). The dependence of critical exciton density nc(T) with temperature is in rather good agreement with the predictions of the ideal model for BEC.
[12] providing further support to an interpretation based on superfluidity. A striking observation is the fact that above c excitonic particles propagate in the form of a ballistic packet of limited size. The system behaves as if an attractive interaction forces particles to stay grouped together in their motion once they are Bose condensed.
We have further studied this anomalous transport and report here additional results concerning quantum attraction of excitons towards the superfluid component. In an extension of the previous experiment, we create excitons through a sequence of two optical pulses derived from the same Nd:YaG laser. The time delay between both pulses is adjusted by increasing the optical path of the second pulse. The first pulse, hereafter the pump pulse, falls normal to the sample surface, the second pulse, i.e. the probe pulse, under an incident angle of 10 °with respect to the normal. Both pulses illuminate the same area which comprises about 30% of the total front surface. We have used electrodes either in the form of interpenetrating comb structure as before or a circular pattern consisting of a copper circle surrounded by an annular structure of ohmic contacts (see figure 1) , The optical pulses have a duration of 10 ns and the wavelength is 532 nm obtained by frequency doubling of the Nd:YAG laser output. The peak intensity is a few tens of MW/cm2. It corresponds to an initial exciton density n 1019cm3 Figure 2 shows results obtained in a sample of thickness d= 2.5 mm held at T=2K. Trace a) is obtained when the pump pulse alone irradiates the sample. The photovoltaic signal shows the ballistic propagation of excitons in the form of a packet. The peak of the signal appears at a time delay tt= 0.6 jis yielding a packet velocity d/it= 4.45x1 05 cmis close to the longitudinal sound velocity of the crystal (vs=4.5dO5 cm/s), as reported earlier [l2]Trace b) corresponds to the signal from the probe optical pulse alone. The photovoltaic signal is barely perceptible, reflecting the diffusive motion of the particles which leads to a large spread of transit times for the particles. Case c) displays the signal measured when pump and probe pulses illuminate the sample sequentially with a time interval Lt = 278 ns between pulses, much longer than the optical pulse duration. In figure d), the signal obtained by subtraction of trace a) from trace c) is plotted to better display the transport of the probe particles injected in the wake of the pump pulse. The differential signal is quite different from case b). Instead of a diffusive motion, it takes the shape of a time-symmetric packet. Note that the velocity of the Photovoltaic signal of a Cu20 sample of thickness d= 2.5 mm held at 2K,Trace a) is obtained with pump pulse alone. Trace b) probe pulse alone. Trace C) pump and probe puke in sequence with öt= 278 ns. Trace d) algebraic difference between traces ci) and a). The Pi11l) intensity is of the order 100 kW/cm2. The prompt signals at t=O and t=O. 278 are fiducials for the pump and probe optical pulses.
secondary packet v=2.98 i05 cmls is smaller than the longitudinal sound velocity of the medium. This last point is important since it shows that the ballistic motion of excitons is not due to a phonon wind mechanism. [13] A phonon wind pushing classical particles away from the front surface would lead to a sonic ballistic motion.
We interpret these results as a further evidence for an attractive force drawing excitons towards the condensate. As it propagates the probe-induced propagates inside a medium filled with normal excitons. In figure 3 ) we have fitted the secondary packet with the expression describing a fundamental envelope soliton, taking the full width and peak height as adjustable parameters. As can be seen, excellent agreement between the observed time variation of the photovoltaic signal and the shape of a fundamental envelope soliton is observed. We believe that it brings further support to the formation of an xcitonic Bose condensate, since a condensate and a soliton both correspond to a coherent wave of very large amplitude.
In figure 1 ), the probe pulse is weaker than the pump pulse by a factor 10. In figure 4 ), the probe and pump pulse intensities are comparable. When pump and probe pulses illuminate the sample sequentially, the probe-induced signal is again significantly modified and assumes nearly the same shape as in figure 1 . It can also be noted that the number of particles inside the second packet shows no simple direct relation with the incident probe pulse intensity. For instance in figure 4 the number of particles inside the secondary packet is nearly equal to that in figure 1 despite the large difference between the respective probe pulse intensities. This behaviour indicates the presence of a saturation mechanism which limits the number of ballistic particles at high densities.
The same saturation effect is revealed in experiments where the wavelength of the optical excitation pulse is varied. In figure 5 we show the signal obtained in a single excitation pulse experiment but with different wavelengths of the optical excitation pulse. The results are obtained with the same input laser intensity. The pulse duration is 10 ns as before. Curve 577 nm corresponds to the incident wavelength tuned to the peak of the n=2 absorption line of the yellow excitonic series. Therefore n=2 excitons are initially injected close to the front surface . By contrast, the laser wavelength for curve 586 nm falls inside the phonon-assisted absorption edge of n= 1 orthoexcitons. Since in both cases all light is absorbed in the medium, the total number of particles created PhotovoltLtic signal of a Cu20 sample of thickness d= 2.5 mm held at K obtained w h Pu in p pulse at two di Terent wavelengths as indicated. The incident optical puke has the same intensity 1=1.61 06W/cm2 is the same. However the initial particle density in curve 577 is larger by a factor 2.4 because of the Larger absorption coefficient at this wavelength. Despite the initial higher particle density in curve 577, the resulting magnitude of the packet is smaller. This points out again to a density dependent loss mechanism efficient at early times when the particle density is highest. Another possibility to explain the lower efficiency in packet formation for shorter penetration depth of the incident light is the presence of non radiative surface recombination effects: as the absorption coefficient increases, more particles are created close to the front surface, where they decay non radiatively.
In conclusion, excitonic packets propagating ballistically over very large crystal distances are observed when the initial excitation conditions are close to those required for Bose-Einstein condensation. The ballistic excitons travel together in the form of a packet of limited size. When launched in a previously excited crystal the ballistic packet takes the form of a soliton. These results are attributed to the onset of excitonic superfluidity.
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